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Recipe by Brooke, Shettler Elementary
 First you put it in the oven for one hour then trne 
the oven on then after one hour you get it out Next you 
put stuffing in it then you let it cool Next you cut it then 
finally you take a BIG BIG bit!

Recipe by Emily, Shettler Elementary
 First: Pre-heat the oven.
Second: Throw the turkey in the oven at low overnight
Third: In the morning take the turkey out of the oven
Fourth: Cool of the turkey
Fifth: Set the table.
Sixth: Cut the turkey
Seventh: DIG IN!

Recipe by Drew Witter, Shettler Elementary
 First you get the turkey. Next you cook it in the oven 
for 60 minuts. Then you get it out of the oven and let it 
cool down. finally you dig in.

Recipe by Cody, Shettler Elementary
 First then you buy a trckey. and then you cook the 
turkey then you pot the turkey in the oven for 45 minutes. 
Then you can poot a meat thermomter then you see yot 
is the temponis. Then you can cut it and the eat.

Recipe by Mallory, Shettler Elementary
 First you get the turkey. Next you find a pan. Then 
you powt the turkey on the pan. Then you pot it in the 
oven for 147 dgrefor3owrs. Wen the turkey is doun let it 
cool. Then dig in.

Recipe by AnnMarie, Shettler Elementary
 First you put the turkey in the oven second you 
temperature it for four hours then you take it out and 
let it cool for a little wile then you put stuffing in it then 
you cut it and you can take a big bite of it.

Recipe by Bryce, Shettler Elementary
 First you put the turkey in the roaster it will take 2 
howrs. then you will take it out of the roaster and let it 
cool. Finly you cut it in haf.

Recipe by Tristen, Shettler Elementary
 First. Heat up the oven. 
 Second. Once the oven is done heating up put the 
turkey in the oven. Third. Once the turkey in the oven 
let it cool off. Next. Once it is done cooling off cut it. last. 
Serve now EAT! Yummy

Recipe by Jeremy Conklin, Shettler Elementary
 First you get the turkey. Nesxt you preheat your 
oven then you put the turkey in the oven for 81 hours. 
then you take the turkey out of the oven and stuff it with 
stuffing. then you slis the turkey up. then I take a big big 
bite of the turkey.

Recipe by Tyler, Shettler Elementary
 First you gite the turkey Next you prehet your uvin 
then you put the turkey in the uvin. than you tak turkey 
ot of the uvin the than you stof the turkey with stofing 
than you kat it last you dig in.

Recipe by Remy Good, Shettler Elementary
 First you put it in the oven. Secent you wait for two 
hours. Third you take it out. Forth you cut it up. Fifth 
you eat it.

Recipe by Andrew, Shettler Elementary
 Wan yow get the turkey yow gut it in the uvin and 
put it on low. In 6 owrs it will be dun. Wen it is dun yow 
let it cool. Wen it is cool we cut it in chunks. Wen yow or 
dun yow teck ot the bonds.

Recipe by Aydin, Shettler Elementary
 First we all come home with the turkey we pout the 
turkey in the bath tub we trad the shower hot wotr to 
unfrostic the turkey we pout the tuckey in the uvin for 
10 minets we let it cool off

Recipe by Bryce, Shettler Elementary
 first you buy it. then you have to cook it. oven roaster. 
I think you should cook it 145°farenlight. you could use 
a baster to get more flavor. you could use a meat ther-
momoter. You cool it and then Dig In! P.S. take out the 
bones!!

Recipe by Joslynn, Shettler Elementary
 First Joys gets the turkey and Joys pouts it in the 
oven to bake. Then she gets the turkey owt av the oven 
and Joys pous stuff in it. Finally we eat the turkey up.

Recipe by Matthew, Shettler Elementary
 First you put the turkey in your oven put it on low 
over night. Next take the turkey out of the oven then if 
you whant stuff the turkey whith stuffing. Then take a 
turkey baster . Then take a meat thurmamniter Finally 
you dig in.

Recipe by Mason, Beach Elementary
 Buy a turkey frum the stoyer. Put it in a pan. Put it 
in the uvin at 10 degeres for 10 secuns. Hav a fest!

Recipe by Zander, Beach Elementary
 Add 1 tarky and let it tha. Then put it in the oven 
for a 10 minuts set it to 100 degres. Then you take it out 
of the oven and cut it into 20 pars eth half then you serv 
it to your family.

Recipe by Jeff, Beach Elementary
 Hunt a turkey. Bring the turkey home. Tacke the 
feathers off. Tacke his skin off. Tacke his beak off. Ticke 
his hed off. Tacke his feet off. Put the turkey ina pan. Rub 
some butter on him. Put salt on him. Put him in the oven 
for 20 mines. Set it to100. It’s done. EAT IT!

Recipe by Natalie Witham, Beach Elementary
 Is to grad it from Merjer well I would maby thou it 
out. Bring it home and start baking I would bake it for 
a have and hour at a tempicher of a 25. Rubb on some 
butter. Mabby some orgige jiues (for some spises). Mabby 
turkey spises. Stuf some stuffing in first. Take it out of 
the oven maby cut it up srf it to your family Say a prary 
and eat it.

Recipe by Paschal Anyanwu, Beach Elementary
 You get the turkey at a store. Then thaw the turkey. 
Then you stuph the turky and put butter on it. Then you 
bake the turkey for 320 begese. Then you take it out and 
feed it to your relatives and have a good feast. Then when 
you are done scrub the pan realy good in very hot water 
then dry it with a dry cloth. And put it away very very 
carefully.

Recipe by Kayla Kolberg, Beach Elementary
 I got my turkey from huting. And I will back it for 
350 sects and I will and eat it. I poot in a pan to back it. 
And then eat it.

Recipe by Sammi, Beach Elementary
 I got my turcky at a store. I tho the turcky. I put buter 
on it. I add a little spic to it. I put it in the uvein to 400 
dgres. I put a little solt in it. I put the turcky in a pan with 
tin foel. It tacks 5 owers. Win it’s don I eat it.

Recipe by Hope, Beach Elementary
 Go got a turkey form Meijer. Then go thou it out win 
you are don thouing it out then you got a big pan. Then 
you git tinfoul and put it on the turkey. Then you put it 
in the ovin for 1 ouwer and 320 dgireys. Win the timer 
is rining. You take it out. Then you put on some sot on 
the you eat it.

Recipe by Ethan, Beach Elementary
 First I by the turkey at Walmart. Next I thou the 
tarkey. Then I gave the turkey soult. Finlly we bake the 
tarkey for 530 secins in the ovin. I put the turkey on the 
table.

Recipe by Andrew, Beach Elementary
 I get my turkey from my uncle Daren James Keeton. 
I put on my turkey salt and pepper. I put it on 300 in the 
oven. I cut it. In therefore 3 min 46 ours. My mom tells 
me when to stot and stop when she saise stop I stop I do 
it ok it is time to stop cook it right!

Recipe by Jacob. Beach Elementary
 We by the turkey at the grocery store. We use sop 
and water and dry. Then bake the turkey in the oven for 
5 minuts. Then cut the turkey and eat it!

Recipe by Kolton, Beach Elementary
 Firt you get the tukey at the store. We were baiking 
the tukey. We put it in the pond. Then you put it in the 
stove. You coke it in the uvin for 10 owars. We have to 
ckole it of.

Recipe by Saige, Beach Elementary
 I would go to the store with my dad. I will get the 
turkey with dad. Dad will set the teagr to 125.

Recipe by Brittlyn, Beach Elementary
 I would hunt for a turkey. And get all the skales and 
fethers oof it. Then take the guts out of it. Put butter on 
it. Then put it in the oven. And I would cook it for 90 
secents. I would also cook it in a pan. I would put a lid 
on it the turkey will be 400 degreys.

Recipe by Marianna, Beach Elementary
 I got my turkey at hunting and I would put on it 
shuger and you have to get all of the gats out uve it and 
you have to back it and yous a timer and I would set et 
at 10 minits and we can have it for thanksgiving and it 
will be good and it will be a good thanksgiveing.

Recipe by Tabitha, Beach Elementary
 Get a turkey at a neriest farm. Take the guts out 
with gloves take the fehers out. Put a meat timer in it if 
you have one. Set the ovin for 130° and it will take the 
turkey 1 hour to get done. Then if you want it brown 2 
half hours will be onaf. Then put butter on the side. Take 
the wishing bone out let your kides snap it then eat.

Recipe by Gavin, Beach Elementary
 First you get the turkey at Walmart and then you 
bring your turkey home and thaw you turkey out and 
them you get all of the plastik of and then you put all of 
the spices on it. I would put a little bit of salt andpepper 
on it and a little bit of suger on it and I will put a little bit 
of garlike on it. Then I will put it in the pan and hten I 
would put it in the oven and I would set the tempashcur 
for 150 degres and then I would set the timer for  a hour 
and a half.

Recipe by Camryn, Beach Elementary
 By the turkey at Mears or a diffrent store or hunt. 
thoue it out. Ad a little butter and spice. Bake 20 min. 
Put the oven on 300. For my turkey to be nice and good. 
Have a good thanksgiveing.

Recipe by Prestin, Beach Elementary
 You cud hunt for trces first tac the fethrs off then 
tac the guts olt. Then put it in the micrwaf cuc it for ten 
minits this is how hot 100. wen it is dun you put sout 
and peper then put a temperstic in the tirce if it is dun if 
it is not dun cuc it for 10 minis.

Recipe by Sydney, Beach Elementary
 Buying the trkey.
 ½ cup of melted butter
 ½ cups of solt andpeper
 ¼ cups of spisies
 1/3 cups of oranges peels
 ½ cups of flower
 Let it melt on the trkey.
 250•.
 The pan size is a 6 pont pan.
 30 min.
 Then eat the trkey.

Recipe by Tyler Avery, Beach Elementary
 Buy a turkey from walmart. Put it in a bigpan. Rost 
it at 300 degurse in the oven put on pepper and then put 
it on the table and say time to eat.

Recipe by Riley, Beach Elementary
 Hunt for a turkey anywhere you want. Dee-fether 
your turkey. 2. Butter it. 3. Put vinegar ½ cups on it. 4. 
Spice it up. 5. Cook it to 350 digrea oven for up to 5 mins. 
6. Let it cool of for ½ min. 7. Enjouy it.

Recipe by Claire, Beach Elementary
 By a turkey at Mijers. Bring it home and put it in a 
big pot and put tinfoyl on it. Then spered budder on it 
and then put soult on it. Then heat the oven up to 951 
then start up the oven and the time you sould do is eleven 
minets. Then yor turkey will be redy to eat. Soon.

Recipe by Caleb, Beach Elementary
 Hunt for a turkey. Then take the turkeys fethers out 
of it. Then gut it. Then coc the turkey for 2 owrs and 100 
dgeres. Then take the turkey out of the oven and pit some 
sot and peppr and spis. then eat it.

Recipe by Jayden, Beach Elementary
 Hunt for a turkey. By it at orchard market. By it at 
walmart. Bring it homr. Take the rapper off. Put it in the 
oven about ten minutes to cook. Take it out.  Put spices 
on it. And put butter on it.  Take it to owr cousins house 
and eat it.

Recipe by Jeff, Beach Elementary
 Hunt a turkey.
Bring the turkey home.
Tacke the feathers off.
Tacke his skin off.
Tacke his beak off.
Tacke his head off.
Tacke his feet off.
Tacke his wings off.
Put the tutkey in a pan
Rub some butter on him
Put salt on him
Put him in the oven
Set it to 100 for 20 min
It’s done
Let’s eat it!
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